Our initial assumption in this research is that there are three levels of responsibility in order to obtain a solid, competitive EU legal education in Romania: the governmental educational policy level, the academic management discretion level and the responsibility of each and every law teacher. In addition, the non-academic education and the quality of the documentation sources are prime aspects of any educational research project, including EU legal education in a particular country. These three levels of responsibility and two additional components set the framework of our research. Romania signed the Joining Agreement to EU in 1993. Romania was the third of the former communist countries from Eastern Europe submitting in 1995 the official application for membership after Hungary and Poland. During the 2000, Romania implemented several reforms to prepare for EU accession aimed to consolidate the national democratic system, institute the rule of law, acknowledge the respect of human rights, commit to individuals freedom of expression and to implement a free-market operational economy.
Brindusa Camelia GOREA, Mugurel Minodor GOREA documentation sources in EU law matters. Finally, for EU law teachers we prepared interview guidelines, as an interview has the advantage of a more refined and toned survey technique and allows the respondents to give deep and free answers. We asked EU law teachers to identify the most important topics of courses and applications (including their arguments of such choices), to explain how they encourage the students to focus more on EU legal studies, what documentation sources they recommend to their students and what documentation sources they use etc. In order to conclude our researching survey, we also interviewed openly 5 of the most prestigious legal scholars and EU law specialists from Romania.
Conceptual framework and initial assumptions
Our first assumption based on this research is the existence of three levels of responsibility to grant a solid, competitive EU legal education in Romania: the level of governmental educational policy, the level of academic discretion and the responsibility of each and all law teachers.
The Romanian Constitution ( § 32 (6) -"Right to education") warranties the autonomy of any university. Nevertheless, EU legal education -like any other form of public education -is, to some extent, under state's control and command. The academic autonomy and discretion is not unconditional; universities have to follow the national policy of public education. Likewise, the academic teaching staff is following state decision and has to comply with state regulations. On the other hand, the teachers are subordinated to the universities in a lower extent being just their employees; regarding the way of teaching, they enjoy almost full discretion.
The three levels of responsibility can be also seen as the three responsible actors playing leading roles on the EU legal education scene: (1) the Romanian Government; (2) the Romanian Law schools; (3) the EU law teachers.
However, the scene itself is sustained by a framework consisting of EU legal theory and EU legal practice. We have considered the 3 agents of (EU legal) education but we cannot overlook the reasons and aims: providing (law) students with both cognitive and applicative skills. In order to operate with EU law, a law student should be able to exploit proper documentation sources and obtain a certain degree of practical training.
To conclude, EU legal theory and EU legal practice are two additional factors which play a silent, but nevertheless significant role in EU legal education -not only in Romania, but in any legal education system. Therefore, we believe our study would be incomplete without considering the "theory and praxis coordinate". This axis intercross unavoidable the ternary group of responsible factors in EU legal education, generating a five-pointed structure of EU legal education. This is our second assumption of the present study.
We have already emphasized the relationships between the three actors on EU legal education scene (the Government, law schools and EU law teachers). More relationships come into spotlight if we connect all these 5 key factors of EU legal education in Romania. E.g. documentation sources are essential for any EU law teacher when issuing the syllabus and practical training, being a recognized objective of academic learning.
The benefits of studying the 5 key factors of EU legal education not only individually but also in their mutual interaction are the third assumption of our paperwork.
Findings and Results
Starting from the above initial assumption, further on we are going to take a closer look on each of the 5 key factors, by themselves and in their mutual relationships.
First we are going to analyze the 3 levels of responsibility or the 3 agents of EU legal education in Romania: (1) the Government and its political commitment; (2) the universities and their responsibility as autonomous entities and (3) the EU law professors and their syllabus choices. Next we'll add to our study (4) the EU law documentation sources and (5) the coordinate of practical training in EU law.
Political/ governmental commitment in EU legal education

Legislative and institutional background
Although Romanian higher education institutions are independent, autonomous entities, the Romanian state imposes the 166 GOREA, B.C., GOREA, M.M. (2013) . EU Legal Education in Romania: From Governmental Commitment to Academic Responsibility, Revista Romaneasca pentru Educatie Multidimensionala, 2013, Volume 5, Issue 1, June, pp. 161-197 Brindusa Camelia GOREA, Mugurel Minodor GOREA minimum standards to provide a certain quality of academic studies. In fact, EU legal academic education is only a part of a much wider educational system. How is the politics or government acting as a responsibility factor regarding EU legal education?
First of all, the general frame of the educational system is set by the Romanian Constitution 1 and the organic law on education 2 . Nevertheless, the kind of normative information subject of this study is to be found not in such general laws but in lower-ranking provisions like governmental and ministerial acts, emphasizing and interpreting the normative acts.
Moreover, in view of the academic education, in 2005 was established The Romanian Agency for Quality Assurance in Higher Education (RAQAHE) 3 , an autonomous public institution of national interest, mainly focusing on the external assessment of the Romanian higher education's quality, at both levels of study programs and institutional point of view. This body is acting like an interface between the governmental responsibility and the academic one.
The Romanian State also interferes with another key factor -EU law professors -issuing and conducting demanding procedures for the homologation of professors and the associated professors. For this matter, within the Romanian Ministry of Education and Research, a consultant body was founded i.e. The National Council of Homologation for Titles, Diplomas and University Certificates (NCHTDUC). 4 
The structure of legal education system in Romania
Now, that we have outlined the legislative and institutional background of academic studies in Romania, let's take a closer look on how the Romanian legal education system is structured and what are the meaningful consequences to be drawn up for our study.
In 2006, the Romanian Government adopted a provision (no. 1175) defining a new structure of the bachelor's level, concordant with the principles of the Bologna process. Later on, this provision was subsequently improved by several normative acts as the Government's Decision no. 749/2009 or Government's Decision no. 631/2010, both referring on universities study domains and specialization.
Currently, the Romanian legal education at bachelor's level has three specializations: "Law", "Community Law" and "Public Order and Safety" (last one only as of 2009).
Although the Treaty of Lisbon gives to the EU a legal personality (Article 48) and the European Communities are no longer public law subjects (Article 1 par. 3), the Romanian legislator has not yet adjusted the way of speaking and continues to talk about a "community law" instead of the "EU law", at least in the regulations concerning legal education.
Talking about Community law it's not the real problem (as before 2007 we couldn't refer otherwise to the European law), but now, it is in our opinion the time for the Government to assume first of all the current terminology encouraging in this way other factors to update their language.
Disregarding these terminological issues, a Romanian Faculty of Law can provide three kinds of legal learning paths, all of them considered by law as general studies: "classical" Law, EU law and, recently, Public Order and Safety
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. Of course, it is not compulsory for any Faculty of Law to offer all these three specializations. We wanted to know how the Romanian Legal Departments are using this opportunity so we analyzed the list of approved legal specializations. We found out that most of the Legal Departments are choosing the "Law" specialization, only.
Community law specialization at bachelor degree level
There are, according to the Nomenclature of accredited specializations or temporarily authorized to operate at the first stage of university-level studies, only two universities in Romania having as specialization the Community Law: "Babes Bolyai" University in Cluj Napoca and "Nicolae Titulescu" University in Bucharest.
For the first one, this specialization is no longer part of the educational provision for 2010-2011. In fact, this specialization is no longer found also in the above cited Government Decision no. 749/2009 subsequently modified by the Government Decision no. 631/2010.
For the second one, the University "Nicolae Titulescu" of Bucharest, the only one in Romania still offering the specialization of Brindusa Camelia GOREA, Mugurel Minodor GOREA Community Law within the Faculty of Law, in the academic year 2010 -2011, only 23 students joined the specialty of Community Law compared to 678 enrolled at the specialty Law, i.e. less than 3.4%. Nationwide, this percentage drops dramatically because this is the only operational specialty of such kind.
However, it is to emphasize that several universities in Romania have as specialty the "Community law" at the level of master degree, which means that prospective students consider studying the European Law not as a general legal training, but as a professional specialization.
EU law courses required by specific standards
As aforementioned, even if universities enjoy academic autonomy, the state imposes a set of requirements designed to ensure the quality of higher education. Such requirements are related, as well, to the content of legal education.
Based on the Government decision no. 1175 / 2006, the Romanian Agency for Quality Assurance in Higher Education (RAQAHE) above stated, adopted a provision for Law specialization and Community Law specialization: «Specific standards in legal education». This regulation imposes to a student of «classical» Law to follow the courses of the European Community and Competition Law. Nevertheless, the courses of the European Competition Law we found in none of the examined curricula.
Since we talk about accredited faculties (by a procedure involving the control exercised by RAQAHE itself), we can deduce that it is an implicit amendment of the Standards, which are in fact quite old and aren't updated.
Since At this point, our recommendations for the Romanian government, as a responsible factor for EU legal education, are (1) to update the official terminology replacing the term "community law" with "EU law"; (2) to provide a number of governmental scholarship grant-in-aids, in order to encourage future students to choose EU legal studies ("Community Law" bachelor's degree).
The role of academics in the state's EU legal education policy
The influence of the government on law faculties in Romania is so obvious because the first has the means necessary to impose, in some respects, to the second.
More interesting is to analyze whether and to what extent influences the academics the state's legal education policy, i.e. if academic environment plays any role in the Romanian state policy for education in EU law.
Unfortunately, in Romania there is still an amateurish atmosphere relative to discussion and political decisions at all levels and areas. The professionals which are not politically active are rarely consulted in taking these decisions.
In this context, we have to remark a study published in 2007, entitled Standards of content and program framework for education in Law 6 . The article is signed by three law professors coming from three Romanian universities and it's the fruit of their concern to improve the quality of higher education and training respectively setting quality standards to grant an effective educational process.
Academic responsibility in EU legal education
University autonomy and discretion
The responsibility for an advanced EU legal education in Romania falls not only on the Government's shoulders. After 50 years of Communism and other 20 years of searching our ways, the scientific boards of the Romanian universities have now the management at their discretion. It is up to them to make most curricular choices. As previously mentioned, the Romanian Government imposes a number of compulsory courses for both law and Community law students. However, neither the Government nor other state authority tells the autonomous universities of Romania in which year of study should they offer these items, how many hours they should assign for courses and applications, how many ECTS (European Credit Transfer and Accumulation System) credits 7 a student can obtain by promoting the associated final exams and so on. Moreover, it's an independent decision of every Legal department to include more optional or facultative EU law related courses, such as History of the European Construction or Substantive Law of the European Union.
Comparative study of the Romanian law curricula
Based on the comparative study we conducted on the curricula published by the website of 6 legal departments 8 , we found out that: 1. All of the analyzed law departments include in their curriculum at least one general EU law discipline: one of them -1 discipline as such, two departments have 2 EU law disciplines, two departments -4 disciplines and one of the six has no less than 5 EU law disciplines. Please keep in mind that two of the six universities have the "European community law" studied in two semesters, which apparently doubles this discipline ("European community law I" and "European community law II"); the total number of EU law disciplines studied in the 6 law departments is, consequently, 18.
2. Most of the 18 courses are imposed (11), 6 are optional (the students can opt between 2 or 3 disciplines, but must choose one) and 1 is facultative (the students can follow it if they want but they don't have to).
3. Regarding the name of the courses, we found out they are far from being uniform. First of all, some are in the process of adopting the new correct terminology and have in their curricula both "European community law" and "EU law". The remaining 4 law departments still have the old discipline's name ("European community law" or "Institutional community law"). Second of all, some choose to include in their curricula an additional number of EU law disciplines, not imposed by the "Law specific standards in legal education": Business communitarian law, History of European construction, Substantive law 4. The 18 disciplines are divided in all eight semesters, but mostly in the third, fourth or the fifth semester, i.e. the second or third year of study.
5. The evaluation form is mostly an exam, colloquies held only when the discipline is not imposed but optional or facultative. The ECTS credits number varies between 2 and 6, with an average of 5 ECTS credits. 
EU law professor's discretion and responsibility
This third level speaks about the responsibility of the professor in choosing the content of his syllabus.
We have already learned that the assertion of state authorities to law departments to include some disciplines in their curricula. Likewise, the curriculum binds the professors in aspects like discipline's name, the semester of study or the total number of course / application hours.
However, law professors have much more discretion in defining their syllabus for the disciplines subject of the "EU law" concept. According to the RAQAHE Standards, the disciplines of study included in the curricula are consisting of syllabuses specifying the objectives of the discipline, the basic thematic content, the distribution of the number of lessons, seminar, and practice hours, by topics, student evaluation and a minimum bibliography.
In other words, EU law professors may choose freely the subjects of their courses and applications, they can decide how many hours to assign for each subject and they can select the compulsory bibliography for their students. Such discretion ought to be doubled by a great sense of responsibility.
From the interviews taken, we can state that EU law professors feel indeed responsible for their choices. We also asked a Romanian EU law official (the Second Secretary for the Permanent Representation of Romania to the European Union) for an interview and he told us that, in his opinion, the main problem is the quality of the professors: the standards imposed by the legislator cannot be followed if the professors are poorly trained.
Once again, the responsibility is shared between the EU law professors, the ministerial homologation body and the university which employs the professor and approves his EU law syllabus.
EU law syllabus analysis
From the comparative analysis of the six curricula we found out that the most frequent EU law courses` subjects are: EU history and communitarian development's principles; EU institutions` structure and activity; Sources of law and the European legal order; Judicial relations in the European Union; The single market and EU politics. The above subjects are included, under one name or another, in each of the 6 studied curricula and were indicated by all 16 interview respondents. «EU development and its perspectives» seems to be the main course subject in the 16 interviewed EU law professors` opinion. They think the only mean to avoid confusions is to understand the EU mechanisms, its procedures and its consequences. On the other hand, «EU politics and EU funding», as well as «EU competition law», although considered useful, were indicated in a less than 3% percentage.
According to the interview respondents, the 5 most important subject to be included in EU law syllabus are: EU development and its perspectives (16.43%); EU law and its relationship with internal law (12.86%); EU institutional law (12.86%); EU law sources (11.43%); EU decision making process (9.29%).
Regarding the practical application, EU law professors are convinced that most useful topics for their students should be: European Parliament and its work procedures (15.71%); CJEU case-law (15%); CJEU procedures (13.57%); European Commission's role in EU (12.14%); EU institutions` place, role and activity (12.14%).
Motivations for EU legal studies
Professor's responsibility lies not only in selecting the topics of courses and applications, but also in the way of making their students aware about the importance of EU law, and motivating them to study it.
How important is in the opinion of students to master EU law for their future legal career? According to their answers, it is: extremely important for 26.76%, very important for 54.93%, of medium importance for 16.9%, relatively unimportant for 0.1% and of minor importance for 1.4%.
Most of the professors agree that both «Understanding new perspectives» (35.71%) and «Practical significance: EU law became internal Law» (35.71%) are the main arguments they use to convince their students. As an interesting subject, the possibility of being elected or to become an employee in EU institutions or bodies is considered as an important argument to the students for 14.29% of professors.
EU law documentation sources in Romania
EU legal theory: sources of documentation
This fourth factor describes the EU legal theory coordinate viewed as the source of documentation used by students, professors, law scientists and lawyers.
There is no doubt that the sources of documentation play a key role in the process of teaching and learning but also in practicing the EU law.
A significant part of any scientific research is prepared in universities. The scientific environment is the most reactive to conceptual and contextual changes and tends to be the spearhead in any given social activity's evolution. This also proves to be true in the case of the conceptual adjustment regarding the Treaty of Lisbon. Before any inventory of the EU law documentation sources in Romania, we have to outline the general relationship with the three above mentioned decision-makers in EU legal education.
Governmental commitment in EU law documentation sources` development
An important role in translating and making accessible the EU documents in Romania was played by the European Institute of Romania (EIR), a public institution established under the Government Ordinance no.15/1998, subsequently amended and completed, approved by the Law no. 133/2009, functioning under the authority of the Government and coordinated by the Department for European Affairs.
EIR started its activity in January 2000 as an organization aiming to provide support to the Romanian decision-makers during the accession process of Romania to the European Union. EIR began its activity as a PHARE project, one of its objectives being to improve the access to Community law.
According to its official website, EIR takes credit for more than 180,000 pages of Community acquits (translated and revised from a linguistic and legal point of view) and over 27,000 validated terminological entries. EIR website also provides guidance about the formation of CELEX number, useful for obtaining EU legislation in the languages of the beneficiary countries, including Romanian from TAIEX legislative databases The latest also provides a user manual for sites of European legislation, which recommends, even using search engine like Google, AltaVista, Yahoo , in case of looking for a Community regulations without knowing its number.
In our opinion the process of understanding and interpretation of EU law could be encouraged more by the Government support in Revista Românească pentru Educaţie Multidimensională issuing of books and magazines written in easy language, accessible even for lay in law areas, helping to understand in this way the significance of European law as internal law. In our opinion, such action is also the responsibility of the Government regarding documentary sources and represents an effective form of EU legal education in its widest sense.
Finally, we believe that not only the government influences the way of documentation concerning EU law, but also documentary sources should influence the governmental policy. We are having in mind at least treatises, university courses and studies published by prestigious experts in EU law, which shouldn't be ignored by the government when it comes to take decisions. An eloquent example could be the necessity to update the terminology by the Government, i.e. replace Community law with European Law, following in this way the example of the specialists.
Academic responsibility in EU legal documentation
The relationship between the sources of documentation and the academic responsible factor in EU legal education brings to our attention the matter of academic libraries. Related to the access to adequate learning resources, the Methodology for academic evaluation (elaborated by RAQAHE -The Romanian Agency for Quality Assurance in Higher Education and published on its website 11 ) states that:
«Higher education institution provides learning resources (textbooks, treatises, bibliographic references, readers, anthologies etc.) for each study program in the libraries, resource centers etc., in classic or electronic format, and free of charge. The library of any higher education institution must have, besides electronic access, an adequate number of volumes from Romania and abroad, and subscriptions to the main specialized journals from Romania and abroad for each discipline which defines a study program. Each library has a program and resources for acquiring books and journals. The ratio between the available learning resources and students is so established that each student has free access to any resource, according to the objectives and requirements of the study programmers.» However, the problem of university libraries does not entirely cover the relationship between the sources of documentation and the Romanian universities. The main part of EU legal learning resources are written by EU law professors based on the research work carried out in the faculties of law. In addition, specialty literature can influence curriculum choices of law faculties, preparing it, for example, to introduce also other EU legal courses besides those that are mandatory.
EU law professors` documentation sources
Naturally, the first idea that emerges regarding the relationship between documentary sources and EU law professors is that the Syllabus must include a minimal bibliography, possibly additional bibliography as recommendation to the students.
We also believe that the timeliness, complexity and depth of documentation sources used by any EU law professor play a major role in the process of setting up the Syllabus for these courses. Not the least, EU law Syllabus must always be updated, since its content is rapidly changing.
Inventory of EU law documentary sources and how are they used in Romania
Next, we will make an inventory of the existing/accessible sources of EU law documentation in Romania. Naturally, the prime source of documentation must be the Official Journal of the European Union, the authoritative source of EU law, published in all official languages of the European Union, including Romanian. Based on the questionnaires we applied, to this source of documentation apply the following:
• EU law teachers use The Official Journal of the European Union as a primary source of documentation in a 25.71% proportion;
• Law practitioners (judges, prosecutors, advocates and counselors) use it in a 14.41% proportion;
• 53.52% of law students believe it should be the prime source of documentation in their future of EU law practice.
Regarding the preponderancy of the documentation sources, we found out that:
• EU law professors: 80.95% of them consult the official website (eur-lex.europa.eu); 9.52% of them also use a search engine on the Internet (Google, Altavista, Yahoo, Lycos, AOL etc.); none of them subscribed to the hard copy or CD-ROM version of the Journal; 9.52% of them use another way to consult the Official Journal of the European.
• Lawyers (judges, prosecutors, advocates and counselors): 41.18% of them choose the official website (eur-lex.europa.eu); the same percentage also use a search engine on the Internet (Google, Altavista, Yahoo, Lycos, AOL etc.); none of them subscribed to the hard copy or CD-ROM version of the Journal; 17.65% of them said they don't need to consult the Official Journal of the European Union.
Another documentation source used frequently is the EU law treaties, monographs, scientific and university books. This kind of books is used in Romania as following:
• EU law professors use it in a 35.71% proportion;
• 39.12% of lawyers (judges, prosecutors, advocates and counselors) use it in proportion of 100%;
• 40.85% of law students believe it should be the prime source of documentation in their future EU legal practice.
The most frequently titles mentioned by judges, prosecutors, advocates and counselors using this source are:
• Regarding journals, reviews and other periodical publications, we noted that:
• EU law teachers use it in proportion of 18.57%;
• 29.41% of lawyers (judges, prosecutors advocates and counselors) use it in proportion of 100%;
• Only 5.63% of law students believe it should be the prime source of documentation in their future EU law practice.
The most frequently mentioned publications by the respondents using it as primary source are: «Revista romana de drept european», indicated by 42.86% of EU law teachers and 16.67% of lawyers) and «Revista Dreptul», named by 17% of EU law teachers and 32.35% of lawyers).
An interesting detail: 19.2% of respondents replied they use to consult «The Romanian Journal of Communitarian Law». As this journal changed its name into «The Romanian Journal of European Law», such answer proves seldom consultation of this source, yet recognition of its scientific authority in EU Law.
At the question «Which is the primary EU law documentation source you would recommend to your students? Please explain your preference», the EU law professors replied as follows:
• The Official Journal of the European Union: 42.86%;
• Stelian Scaunas -Uniunea Europeana, constructie, reforma, institutii, drept, Bucuresti, CH BECK, 2008 (indicated by 26.19%);
• Other EU law treaties, monographs, scientific and university books: 19.05%;
• Electronic databases: 14.29%. 
EU practical legal training in Romania
Governmental regulations on students` legal praxis
Further on, we will analyze how involved are the Romanian authorities into the practical training, based on general provisions, trying to identify the specific legal rules for EU legal training.
In 2007, the Romanian Parliament adopted a law 12 regarding the praxis of pupils and students. According to the first article of the said law, the praxis is an activity performed by the pupils and students, in accordance with the curriculum, aiming to check the applicability of the theoretical knowledge, learned during the training program.
In other words, the role of the practical training is to strengthen the theoretical knowledge and train practitioner skills in order to apply it according to the specialization for which they train.
More details about the objectives of practical training, gives us a recent Order of the Minister of Administration and Interior regarding the organization and performance of specialized internship in units of students/master coming from civil institutions of higher educations:
«Practical training activities are to achieve the following general objectives: Brindusa Camelia GOREA, Mugurel Minodor GOREA a) Documenting the practitioners with the areas of interest agreed with the supervising teacher b) Acquisition of specific work skills by activities performed with their practical training partner c) To familiarize practitioners with activities carried out by their practical training partner, in their field of interest d) Deepening the knowledge gathered from the materials of studying according to the yearly curricula e) Improvement of informative materials (newsletters, magazines, etc.)» The Romanian Agency for Quality Assurance in Higher Education (RAQAHE) includes in the Methodology for academic evaluation some provisions about the practical training of students:
«Study programs are integrated with traineeships, placements and internships and student involvement in research projects. (...) The ratio between the teaching hours and other educational activities applies (i.e. seminars, laboratory activities, projects, traineeships etc.) must be of 1/1, with no more than +/-20 % allowed deviation. (...) In the curricula issued referring to the program of study for License, there should be a training of 2-3-weeks per year beginning with the second year of study including a certain time needed to prepare the diploma paperwork, during the final year of study.» More details about practical training of law students should be provided by specific Standards issued by RAQAHE for this field. However, standards define only that students have to do their praxis relevant to their specialty in the eight semester (and optionally in the 1 st -3 rd year of study), at courthouses, prosecutors` offices, lawyers, notaries, legal advice firms, agencies, city halls, Ministries` legal services etc.
As regards governmental directives, we can conclude that the Romanian legislator considers practical training compulsory not only for students but even for pupils and the real performance of such training is a condition for promotion. Educaţie Multidimensională
EU legal praxis in Romanian universities
As afore stated, the regulation of the practical training is only general, without any stipulation about the incumbency of the practical training for each course theoretically studied.
The curriculum issued by faculties, the time of praxis, if the praxis is weekly or at the end of the semester or year of study, assessment forms and credits granted for any practical activity.
The choice of the authorities or judicial offices concluding the agreement of praxis for legal students remains also at the discretion of universities.
Fortunately, EU law praxis can be performed also during the hours assigned for seminars or practical application by interpretation exercises of legal texts, analysis of real decisions taken by the Court of the Justice, simulation of imaginary cases etc.
The time assigned by the institutions for training such as practical skills can be found in the curricula that provide not only the number of hours assigned for theoretical training but also the ones assigned for seminars and practical applications.
Comparing the curricula of the 6 faculties of Law considered and the 18 EU law courses identified, we can state that most of the law departments assign 28 course hours per semester (2 hours per week) and 14 or 28 application hours (1 or 2 hours per week). Nevertheless, one of the law departments has a discipline with 42 course hours per semester (3 hours per week) but other two disciplines with no application hours.
Based on this information, we can conclude that most of law faculties in Romania assign more theoretical hours to EU law courses than to practical exercises.
Our previous researches 13 reveal also that Romanian legal students are not content with the practical knowledge they get during their academic studies.
The situation doesn't look better also on the practical training of EU law. Most of the interviewed students (81%) declared themselves as not prepared to invoke EU law provisions in a case. Moreover, 29% believe that they won't even deal with EU Law in their future carriers, but only with internal Romanian laws. 19.72% of them admit they never used a EU law documentation source. Brindusa Camelia GOREA, Mugurel Minodor GOREA It seems like the Romanian Legal Departments do not emphasize the importance of the EU legal training for a future lawyer acting on the EU territory. They consequently fail to provide enough practical training in the field.
As such practical knowledge is difficult if not impossible to be acquired by training at an EU authority, our recommendations to the faculties of law is to assign more hours of practical exercises in the curricula for EU law courses.
This recommendation concur with the opinion expressed in the interviews by professors and experts in EU law, according to which is "necessary to develop skills of understanding the EU law and interpretation focusing on EUCJ", practical applications "help students to perceive objectively and directly the practical aspects required by the EU law" while both "the complicated institutional architecture of EU and the decision making processes are topics better understood by practical exercises and study cases ".
Of course, the most practical applications are those performed by the European bodies, where students have the opportunity to observe directly the enforcement mechanism of the EU law. Such opinion is sustained also by a distinguished professor in EU law from the Faculty of Political Sciences, International Relations and European Studies within the University "Lucian Blaga" from Sibiu, who revealed that the faculty organizes for the students every year visits to the European Parliament.
Consequently, our second recommendation to faculties of law related to EU law practical training is to try to organize regular practical trainings at EU institutions, at least for part of their students, chosen by a rigorous and transparent method of selection.
EU law professor's role in students` practical training
The practical training in EU law can be assessed also from the perspective of practical topics, applications, and teacher seminars set by the syllabus. See here the results of the comparative analysis of syllabus.
The findings of this analysis based on syllabus are gathered with the results obtained based on interviews of law professors. The main application / seminars / practical work topics to be included in the syllabus of the "EU Law" are, in the opinion of the interviewed professors: European Parliament and its work procedures, CJEU caselaw and CJEU procedures.
In order to assess the importance granted by law students to a study of EU law for their legal career, I first asked what is in their opinion more important for a lawyer acting in Romania to know in terms of EU law. 16.9% of the students replying to our survey think it's important to know only the Romanian legislation, 1.41% -solely the European Union legislation and 81.69% -Romanian legislation, EU legislation and the jurisprudence of the European Court of Justice (ECJ).
For the same purpose, we asked the students "How would you assess the importance of knowing the European Union law for your future legal career?". The replies were: 26.76% -the highest importance, 54.93% -quite important, 16.9% -medium importance; 0% -quite insignificant, and 1.41% -of minor importance.
However, even they all seem to understand the importance of EU law in their future career, only 28.17% admit they ever used a EU law documentation source by their own will, and 50.7% of them claim they used such sources only because their professor asked them to.
The efficiency of EU Law in the Romanian legal praxis
The fundamental evidence (maybe not the only one but in any case, the most important) of any graduate professional skills is the ability to have a job in the field they were prepared, namely a legal profession (or, possibly, related fields). 14 On the other hand, it is important to mention that a lawyer's education is not complete once he or she obtains a bachelor degree. Most of the law graduates continue their study not only by master and sometimes doctoral courses, but also following a specialized professional school, like the Superior Institute for Judges, the National Training Institute of Lawyers or the National School of Political and Administrative Studies. These public schools have a major responsibility in making EU legal studies important, as it should be, for each and every European lawyer.
The National Institute for Magistrates (NIM) 15 is a public entity under the coordination of the Superior Council of Magistracy. It provides initial training of judges and prosecutors, the continuous Brindusa Camelia GOREA, Mugurel Minodor GOREA professional training of acting judges and prosecutors, and any training according to law.
According to its Regulation, «NIM is not part of the national educational system and is not, therefore subject of any legislation governing certification of higher education institutions and recognition of graduation diplomas».
However, the courses and seminars organized by NIM play a major role in deepening the practical knowledge of magistrates.
The syllabus of NIM for Community law courses defines debates as a pedagogical method, case studies (real causes of the Court and imaginary cases). Each topic has binding case studies, so the practical component is very pronounced.
The NIM has also continuous training programs for magistrates (judges and prosecutors). As a recent example, the representatives of European judicial training institutions and schools took part at the conference on "Professional Training within the European space: Standards, Strategies, Programs, Trainers", organized by the National Institute of Magistracy at Bucharest, on 22-23 November, 2010.
Moreover, Romanian judges and prosecutors can attend to additional courses and workshops by NIM like "Litigating European Union Law", an introductive course organized by the European Law Academy (ERA), held at Trier, on 22-24 September 2010. The purpose of this course, addressing primarily to national legal practitioners, is to highlight the relevance of EU Law in the daily work of national lawyers and describe different types of proceedings before the European Union Courts (the Court of Justice, the General Court and the Civil Service Tribunal of the EU) in which a national practitioner is likely to get involved. Another example is the conference "Recent Trends in the Case Law of the European Courts: What Directions for the Future?", organized by the European Institute of Public Administration (EIPA), held at Luxembourg, on 2-3 December 2010. The overall objective of this annual conference is to provide the participants (legal professionals within the public and private sector, judicial professionals, law enforcement officers, national civil servants and others involved in such issues of the European Union Law, academics, and others who are active or interested in EU legal issues in general, and in the main rule provided by the European Courts in particular) with an overview of the current case law of the three European Union Courts emphasizing in particular bench mark decisions.
Not only judges and prosecutors may benefit from a specific form of practical training, but advocates too.
The National Institute for Advocates Training and Improvement acts under the authority of the Romanian Union of Attorneys and aims to train initially and continuously, form and improve attorneys' skills, in order to provide a qualified exercise of the right of defense and professional competence of attorneys.
Like NIM, the National Training Institute of Attorneys does not belong to the national educational system and is not subject of any authorization and accreditation procedures, provided by law.
The Institute organizes both courses i.e. forming of trainee attorney (attorney on probation) and performing respectively continuous professional forming of definitive (permanent) attorneys.
Talking about the initial training term, we need to point out that attorneys on probation have no obligation to follow the courses organized by the National Training Institute of Attorneys, they have the possibility to follow a classical form of training, i.e. to complete a two year professional training term ended with the examination for permanent attorney. Attorneys on probation who decide to follow the courses of the National Institute of Attorney Training will get the status of permanent attorney if promoting the graduation exam at the Institute. However, the courses for initial professional training do not include EU law, but only Civil law, Civil Procedure law, Criminal law, Criminal Procedure law, Family law, Labor and Social Security law, the Law relevant to the organization and praxis of the profession as attorney.
On the other side, if we talk about continuous professional training courses, the Institute organizes specialized seminars (discussions, debates) addressed to permanent attorneys. For example, on June 26, 2010, the Institute is organizing a conference having as topic "Exercising the profession of attorney in Romania, a member state of the EU" while on the e-learning platform it is possible to follow the course "Access to justice according to the jurisprudence of the European Court of Human Rights".
Conclusions and Recommendations
From the perspective of EU law, legal education in Romania gains new valences, approaches and new gateways.
Our research aims to track and describe the coordinates of EU legal education in Romania, starting from identifying the main responsible actors, without overlooking yet the reasons and purposes: to provide law students with both cognitive and applicative skills in EU law.
We suggested a five-pointed structure of EU legal education, which takes into account: (1) the political commitment of the Romanian Government; (2) the academic responsibility of Romanian Law schools; (3) the teaching choices of EU law teachers; (4) the EU legal theory and documentation sources and (5) EU legal practice in Romania.
This five-pointed structure helped us to spotlight not only the key factors involved in the EU legal education of Romania, but also their mutual interactions. Such relational perspective, combined with the quantitative and qualitative survey we made on primary sources (legislation, legal curricula, EU law syllabus, interviews and questionnaires) allowed us to draw some conclusions, summarized here bellow:
(1) Despite the constant interest of the Romanian Government into the European legal education, Romania still confronts with conceptual issues and unsystematic approach of EU law courses. In the regulations relevant to legal education, Romanian legislator has not yet adjusted the way of expression and continues to speak about "community law" instead of "EU law".
(2) Disregarding this semantic oversight, the Romanian government issued "specific standards" for EU law specialization in law
